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SECTION A - MESSAGES AND VALUES IN 
GLOBAL FILM, QUESTION 1

Question 1   Discuss the importance of time and place in communicating the key messages and values 
in the films you have studied.                                                                                           

[50 ]

The focus for questions in Section A is on the eight areas detailed in bullet point format in Unit F633 
Section A.   There is only one question set for this section. Questions set will focus on one or more of 
these eight bullet-pointed areas. Students and their teachers need to be mindful of this in framing 
how to tackle the topic from the perspectives of teaching and learning.  In this paper, Q1 focuses 
on ’time and place’. It is very important that students identify what area(s) are being tested in the 
question before they commence their response.

The use of the phrase ‘discuss the importance’ at the beginning of the question is a signal to students 
that they should engage in a debate framed around a discussion of the importance of time and place 
in communicating the key messages and values in the films they have studied. From an assessor’s 
point of view, there isn’t a preferred response – only what individual students believe is the right 
response for them based upon their learning. Students need to take ownership of the question and 
use their critical skills together with their knowledge of their chosen films to structure and develop an 
appropriate answer.  In addition to this, questions in this section will always require students to draw 
upon textual evidence informed by understanding of the micro technical elements. The quality and 
quantity of these features will also contribute to determining how successful the response is.

SAMPLE ANSWER
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SAMPLE ANSWER

COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well

The student has produced a response which shows a very thorough knowledge of the films studied and a good command of the 
terminology of technical codes – these are two fundamentals to achieving a successful outcome to this section, as is detailed above.   
The student offers a good range of textual evidence from the two films and this coverage is well balanced and consistently detailed.  
The student is clearly mindful of the terms of the question and consistently engages directly with the terms of reference of the 
question – repeatedly discussing the representation of time and place, and being able to properly contextualise these films within 
their wider cultural and political contexts.  It is for these reasons that this response is placed very securely into level 4.

How the answer could be improved

To be able to secure the remaining marks, more frequent use of technical codes key terms would have helped.

Mark – 44 marks.
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Mark – 42 marks.
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COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well

The student has produced a response which shows a very thorough knowledge of the films studied.   The student offers a good 
range of textual evidence from the two films and this coverage is well balanced and consistently detailed.  The student is clearly 
mindful of the terms of the question and consistently engages directly with the terms of reference of the question – repeatedly 
discussing the representation of time and place, and being able to properly contextualise these films within their wider cultural and 
political contexts, and being able to demonstrate that understanding of the present is shaped by historical events – for example, the 
student discusses flows of migration from former French colonies – showing an understanding of human geography and of French 
political history.  It is for these reasons that this response is placed into level 4.  

How the answer could be improved

To be able to secure the remaining marks, more frequent use of technical codes key terms applied to greater drilling into sequences 
of the two films would have beneficial in this cause.generic codes and conventions impacted upon their understanding, rather than 
being able to identify the use of textual features as hallmarks of the genre. hallmarks of the genre.

SAMPLE ANSWER
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COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well

The student has produced a response which shows a very thorough knowledge of the films studied.   The student offers a good 
range of textual evidence from the two films and this coverage is well balanced and consistently detailed.  The student is clearly 
mindful of the terms of the question and consistently engages directly with the terms of reference of the question – repeatedly 
discussing the representation of time and place, and being able to properly contextualise these films within their wider cultural and 
political contexts, and being able to demonstrate that understanding of the present is shaped by historical events – for example,  
the after effects of 9/11 and the shadows cast on French society in terms of relations between different ethnic communities.  It is for 
these reasons that this response is placed securely into level 4.  

Mark – 45 marks.
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COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well

The student has produced a response which shows a very thorough knowledge of the films studied.   The student offers a good 
range of textual evidence from the two films.  The student is clearly mindful of the terms of the question and consistently engages 
directly with the terms of reference of the question – proficiently discussing the representation of time and place.  It is for these 
reasons that this response is placed into the upper part of level 3.  

How the answer could be improved

To be able to secure further marks, the student would have benefited from drilling down into some specific sequences and 
exploring key characters.   

Mark – 39 marks.
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COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well

The student has produced a response which shows a good knowledge of the films studied.   The student offers a good range 
of points from both films chosen.  The student is mindful of the terms of the question and engages directly with identifying key 
messages and values.  Through the examples worked through from the two films, the student is able to show understanding of time 
and place.  It is for these reasons that this response is placed into the lower part of level 3.  

How the answer could be improved

To be able to achieve more securely in level 3, the response needs to be able to separate messages from values – the two things are 
not the same.  Also, more precise drilling down into sequences and / or characters to discuss the representation of time and place 
would have enabled further progress.   

Mark – 34 marks.
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COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well

The student has produced a response which shows some knowledge of the films studied.   The student demonstrates the ability to 
discuss appropriate examples from appropriate films.  In doing so, the respondent is able to identify aspects of key messages and 
values in the two films and be able to link into a broader conceptual framework demonstrating that focussed subject learning has 
taken place – for example, the response identifies Mathieu Kassovitz as an auteur director. It is for these reasons that this response is 
placed into the upper part of level 2.

How the answer could be improved

.  To be able to achieve a mark in level 3, the response needs to be able to focus more clearly on the terms of the question and 
engage with this.  Also, more precise drilling down into sequences and / or characters to discuss the representation of time and 
place would have enabled further progress. 

SAMPLE ANSWER
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COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well

The student has produced a response which shows some knowledge of the films studied.   The student demonstrates the ability to 
discuss appropriate examples from appropriate films.  In doing so, the respondent is able to identify some aspects of key messages 
and values in the two films.

How the answer could be improved

Whilst able to identify aspects of messages and values, the student employs a writing style which leans too much towards the 
descriptive and too little on the analytical – this blunts the potency of the student’s knowledge.  It is for these reasons that this 
response is placed into the level 2.  To be able to achieve a mark in level 3, the response needs to be able to focus more clearly on 
the terms of the question and engage with those.  Also, more precise drilling down into sequences and / or characters to discuss the 
representation of time and place would have enabled further progress and the utilisation of at least some key terms in relation to 
technical codes and would have had a positive impact. 

Mark – 24 marks.
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SECTION B - CRITICAL ENGAGEMENT WITH 
FILM AND CINEMA, QUESTION 2
Questions in Section B generally will require different type of responses than those to be offered in 
Section A.  As is noted in the specification, and signalled by the heading of the section, the focus here 
is on critical engagement – with films themselves and the many social, cultural, political, economic 
and technological forces which have tangible impacts upon film production, distribution, exhibition 
and consumption.  This being the case, approaches to teaching and learning – and responding to 
examination questions, need to be cognisant of this view.

Film Regulation and Classification

Question 2.

‘New technologies have made film regulation and classification pointless’.  Discuss the extent to which 
you agree with this statement.

[50]

There are seven bullet point areas for study and for examination, and this question squarely addresses 
the first of these bullet points.  As stated in the specification, this section requires students to 
demonstrate an understanding of ‘and critical engagement with wider film issues and debates beyond 
the texts themselves.’ So in the context of regulation and classification there is no need for students 
to view controversial or inappropriate material but students should be well versed in the issues and 
debates that surround texts. This question, like all others on this paper, is attempting to elicit students 
to engage in a debate – as is indicated by the use of the command ‘discuss the extent’.  The question 
is asking students to weigh up competing views, and in so doing discuss specific films in relation to 
the impact of new technologies on or around the regulatory process.  The question allows the scope 
to focus on production or distribution or exhibition or consumption or a combination of these.  The 
question lends itself to a variety of approaches for responses and this is something that assessors are 
mindful of when assessing scripts.

SAMPLE ANSWER
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Mark – 46 marks.
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COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well
The response provided is a very full, well sustained response which shows a significant amount of film studies learning.  The 
response is able to offer well-chosen examples on regulatory regimes in the UK and Iran, and draws upon appropriate film examples, 
such as ‘The Bunny Game’.  In addition to this, the response is able to engage in a debate – offering points as to relevance and 
irrelevance of film regulation in the face of technological changes.  Again, appropriate examples are given – such as discussing how 
regulation can be worked around by using websites such as Amazon.com.   

How the answer could be improved

To move towards the very top of level 4, the student could have sought to further extend and develop discussion of the films 
exemplified in their answer.

SAMPLE ANSWER
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Mark – 36 marks.

COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well
The response is a very detailed and very knowledgeable one – full of detail pertaining to the topic overall.  The response discusses 
approaches to regulation in the UK and South Korea, giving a nice international point of comparison, and draws upon regulatory 
knowledge of films such as ‘A Serbian Film’ which have relatively recently caused controversy in going through the regulation 
process – in the UK and elsewhere.  For these reasons, the response fits very securely into level 3.

How the answer could be improved

To be able to progress to level 4, the student needed to focus more intently and more consistently on the terms of the question – 
the response does discuss the impact of new technologies, but not always consistently.
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Mark – 26 marks.

COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well
The response shows some relevant knowledge and understanding of the topic area, and employs some of the right academic tools 
to be able to respond effectively.  It is these elements which have enabled the achievement of a mid-level 2 mark for this response.

How the answer could be improved

The response could be improved with a more substantially rigorous approach to the question chosen – it is present in the response 
but not with conviction or consistency.  Additionally, whilst the discussion of ‘The Dark Knight’ is a relevant exam strategy, the 
student has not been able to reconcile their knowledge to the demands of the question chosen.
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SECTION B - AUTHORSHIP IN CONTEMPORARY 
CINEMA, QUESTION 4

Question 4  Is authorship relevant in contemporary cinema?

  [50 ]

There are seven bullet point areas for study and for examination, and this question squarely addresses 
the last of these bullet points.  This question, like all others on this paper, is attempting to elicit 
students to engage in a debate.   While the question contains relatively few words, the question here is 
asking students to weigh up competing views, and in so doing discuss specific films in relation to the 
debate of how relevant the concept of authorship is.  The question allows for a scope on authorship 
in a variety of forms, and for responses to have different approaches – looking from a spectator / 
audience perspective and / or from an institutional perspective – in terms of approaches to film 
marketing and business practices.  The potential for considerable variety of response is something 
that assessors are mindful of when assessing scripts.  Indeed, one of the pleasures of being an 
examiner is the opportunity to see a wide range of valid approaches to questions tackled by students 
across the cohort sitting the paper.

SAMPLE ANSWER
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COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well
This is a response which consistently demonstrates a thorough and confident knowledge and understanding of the topic area.  The 
student is able to mix theory with film examples and make cogent connections to aspects of contemporary film industry practice 
– for example, the point made about film ownership regarding Christian Bale is useful in this regard.  A good range of film artists are 
navigated in the response and the student is able to discuss to what extent these different film artists can or cannot be described as 
authors.  The point made about Aaron Sorkin is good in advancing the case for arguing that the concept of authorship is of limited 
relevance.  This then is a good example of a level 4 response to this question.  

How the answer could be improved
Further examination of the works of the films artists mentioned – possibly with a tight focus to on specific film from each artist’s 
respective body of work would have helped to strengthen the use of examples and enabled the student to progress higher into 
level 4.

Mark – 43 marks.
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Mark – 30 marks.

COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well
The student has taken the approach of focussing their answer on some of the films directed by Peter Jackson.  Whilst this puts the 
student in a position to proceed through a manageable and appropriate response to the question chosen, the answer is strong on 
Jackson’s career history, and whilst showing a clear understanding of the concept of authorship – sufficient to achieve at the lower 
end of level 3 – the response is unable to convincingly link together their prepared material to the demands of the question chosen.  

How the answer could be improved
To secure further progress through level 3 and beyond, the student needed to be able to offer an argument as to how  Jackson can be 
identified as an author – or auteur  director and be able to link this to the success of his career and how his ‘brand name’ or potential 
auteur status has enabled films such as ‘King Kong’ and The Hobbit series to get produced.  
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SECTION B - FILM AND AUDIENCE 
EXPERIENCE, QUESTION 6

Question 6   ‘Spectator responses are solely influenced by expectations and previous viewing 
experiences’.  How far do you agree with this statement?

[50 ]

There are six bullet point areas for study and for examination, and this question squarely addresses 
the third of these bullet points but in addition student responses could draw in any relevant material 
from the other five discussion points for this topic area in the specification.  This question, like all 
others on this paper, is attempting to elicit students to engage in a debate – as is indicated by the 
use of the phrase ‘how far do you agree’.  The question is asking students to weigh up competing 
views, and in so doing discuss specific films in relation to the factors that can impact upon spectator 
response.  The question allows for a scope of spectator response in a variety of forms, and for 
responses to have different approaches – looking from a spectator / audience perspective and / 
or from an institutional perspective – for example, in terms of approaches to film marketing and 
publicity and how this process can play a role in shaping public attitudes towards a film prior to 
consumption.  Equally valid, are approaches which situate the spectator at the centre of the response 
and work through a variety of ways in which the spectator makes meaning from the films they 
consume.  The potential for a wide range of valid approaches is something that assessors are mindful 
of when assessing scripts. 

SAMPLE ANSWER
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COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well
The student has taken the approach of focussing their answer on some of the films directed by Spike Jonze.  This facilitates two 
things – firstly, a discussion of an appropriate range of films for the requirements and time parameters of the examination and; 
secondly, enables a focus on internal, stylistic features as key drivers of the process of making meaning for spectators.  In doing so, 
the student is then able to effectively challenge the terms of the question and do so in a considered and detailed manner.   For these 
reasons, this response secures a level 4 mark.  

How the answer could be improved
To progress further and more securely into level 4, a more effective ability to posit a more detailed counter-argument would be 
encouraged – how previous expectations do set the envelope for viewing experiences.

Mark – 42 marks.
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COMMENTARY
What the candidate did well
The response centres on two films for discussion and in the process of detailing aspects of the narratives of these films, the student is 
able to engage with some relevant theoretical concepts which begin to open up a discussion on potential spectator response.  For 
these reasons, the response is able to attract a high level 2 mark.

How the answer could be improved
To progress into level 3, a more considered exploration of the question chosen is necessary – vital pieces of stimulus for response 
included in the statement bound into the question are neglected.  As advice for students and teachers, a key tool in exam success is 
ensuring that the question chosen is fully addressed and answered – and that is not evident here.

Mark – 27 marks.
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